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This Week: 

• Minor announcement: the portfolio segment now shows both 
portfolios in order of position size. I finally took the time to learn 
how to do that with Apple Numbers. It was not rocket science. :-) 

• The crack in the US Stock Market that had been indicated by 
several of our sentiment and internals readings finally arrived. We 
cover in detail the possibilities and probabilities of what is ahead. 

• Undeterred however, the Stocks of Interest segment includes 
many charts as usual as I’ve raised cash and upgraded holdings.  

• Sentiment is as it has been leading up to this point; front and 
center. The segment is detailed and important (IMO).  

• Major Global Markets are again illustrated in technical detail 
using daily charts. There are positive pockets out there amid a 
generally uninspiring amalgam that makes up the global sphere.  

• Commodities, Currencies and last but far from least, Precious 
Metals (including 32 miner charts) round out the report this week.  
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Opening Notes: A Sentiment Event for the Ages, Part 2 

Last week in this segment: “So week after week we can review dangerous sentiment 
indicators like the 10 week exponential moving average of the Equity Put/Call ratio that 
is now lower than at what I labeled “bull killer” extremes in 2018 and early 2020. As 
with most sentiment indicators, it’s not a timer but the CPCE is a now a condition for a 
top. I am not calling a top, mind you. But I am calling out what is in the indicators. That’s 
my job.”  and… 

“Then of course there is the VIX divergence, making early signs of rising while the stock 
market continues to rally aggressively (inverse SPX drops hard). Again, not a timer but a 
condition that has preceded the last three market corrections.” 

Last week the market correction came. It took the form of a euphoric blast upward that 
was then reversed in short order. As I write this segment I have not looked to see how the 
sentiment indicators shook out to end the week, but we did note the market’s pullback 
parameters in an update and SPX and NDX held those parameters.  

Hence, the uptrends are intact and at this time we can call what happened last week a 
harsh shakeout, but not yet a technical confirmation of more near-term damage to come. 
The market pulled back much like it did in June and the VIX jumped much like it did in 
June. So, is this corrective event going to be a ‘mini’ like June or a ‘maxi’, the likes of 
which can easily come about from such extreme sentiment indicators? 

The way the Fed cynically controls this market by cheapening (funny) munny units at 
will, we cannot discount the shakeout scenario on the way further up to the bull heavens. 
But considering that SPX rose above and then reversed back below our target of 3500, 
and with all that sentiment overhang in tow, we sure will not discount the possibility that 
a real correction began on Thursday. 

As you may know, I personally do not tend to chase a bearish market trying to short it. 
Instead, I raised cash, took profits on my volatility hedge (VIXY), rebalanced to upgrade 
to a few holdings we note weekly in the Stocks of Interest segment and wait to see if the 
market rebounds or loses short-term support.  

A rebound may take the form of a drive to the bull heavens, but if you recall the first 
crack to the silver price bubble in 2011, it just fell out of bed one day, impaled the daily 
EMA 20, hammered and rebounded strongly. Then it quickly got decimated and the bear 
market was on. Other markets have done similar things, namely, a final manic high, a 
crack and then an oncoming bear or harsh correction.  

We can consider either scenario in the age of munny onDemand. But considering the 
sentiment excesses that built up let’s be open to a bear phase, possibly pending a bounce. 
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US Stock Market (weekly charts except as noted) 

SPX daily shows the most recent gap up as well as the gap that launched the index above 
its all-time high. Each filled. Good work SPX. 

However, that volume looked like it had conviction, in line with the scenario noted 
above, where despite any bouncing to come (if applicable) this may have been a kick off 
to a more serious correction.  

Then there is the not so minor detail about all those gaps down lower; gaps that have 
accompanied the bullish analysis all the way up from the March low. But I for one have 
not for one moment forgotten about them. Should SPX lose its breakout to new highs it 
could prove the last couple of euphoric weeks to have been a bull trap. Meanwhile, SPX 
holds blue sky and so it is still technically bullish.  
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Also from last week’s intro segment: “Remember back to the COVID-crash in March. 
Recall the headlines, the fear they promoted. Neither you nor I knew how the play was 
going to resolve (SPX barely kissed the top of our target zone of 2000-2200 and 
bottomed) but one thing we did know, as reported here week after bearish week, was that 
sentiment was unsustainably… not bearish but rather, terrorized. Shear terror had 
gripped the market.” 

After months of rallying to fix that terror and turn it to euphoria SPX (weekly chart) hit 
and briefly went above 3500, which may not be its best target, but it was the next target. 
It filled the upper gap but had an outside week, implying indecision between a continued 
manic melt up or a correction to come. I made a decision alright. My decision was to 
protect gains accumulated over the last 5 months by raising cash. Pending this decision 
point in the markets, I’ll re-bull or position bearish on setups. You decide, Mr. Market.  
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Also from last week’s intro segment: “Fast-forward to today. You are a genius. Me too. 
With a few bumps along the way we show up each week and make money, or in casino 
patrons’ terms, coin.”  

Nowhere have geniuses been minted more dynamically than in big tech and related 
issues. Just buy Apple, Google (I still hold it), Tesla and Nvidia you bubble heads and 
make your coin. Well, at some point they will learn how markets actually work over a 
longer-term. While there are some great US tech companies, the stock market is not as 
easy as chasing the momo and getting rich. It also takes away your munny on occasion. 

NDX had major indecision on its outside week as well. Weekly RSI hit a secondary 
overbought reading with a negative divergence. Volume was massive. The weight of the 
evidence leans bearish (let’s not talk of the hyper-meddling Fed in this TA discussion).  
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Well, isn’t it interesting that the (in)decision point came right upon the Dow’s filling of 
its crash gap? Clark does not appear to be very sanguine at this time. He looks tired after 
a night (or 5 months) of fine cognac and well-aged scotch.  

What we can say is that the Dow’s crash gap was a man standing in the way of a 
correction; an open objective to be met as the venerable index played some catch up. 

As with other indexes, there is a weekly RSI negative divergence and a weekly gap in the 
2400s. As with the others, there are plenty of daily chart gaps well lower. Considering the 
sentiment profile leading into last week and considering hard earned gains (by being 
brave while today’s momos were still fetal and thumb sucking) made to this point my 
tack will be to lean defensive. This lean may morph to a bullish stance or a bearish one. 
Clark, you decide. I will have patience to see what plays out.  
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Here’s the indecision for the cyclical leader, the Semi index. Here let’s recall an update 
from August 31, A Canary Weakens, in which we noted a conspicuous bearish signal 
from Semi Equipment makers Applied Materials and Lam Research. The Semi 
Equipment names tend be even earlier cyclical signalers than the Semi Manufacturers 
that use that equipment.  

SOX ticked a weekly gap fill last week and that may have been all it needed to do. But as 
with the others, it is time to evaluate while trying not to guess (at least I am trying not to 
do that). SOX would be intact even with a drop to 2000 where there is clear support.  

But there is the negative RSI divergence and after months of rally activity it is time to 
evaluate what comes next. Markets may bounce but considering the volumes (not shown 
on SOX) that attended last week’s pullbacks, it appears there is conviction behind last 
week’s crack in prices and current technical indecision.  
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Stocks of Interest (daily charts unless otherwise noted) 

Profit was taken on ALXN, but it’s in a bull flag. On watch. 

Former long AMD is on casual watch as it pulls back. Could it hit 60? 

AMGN continues to trend up. Casually on watch. 
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AMZN filled a gap and tested the SMA 50. An example of a still bull trending headline 
stock. Not really interested unless it gets creamed in a major correction (SMA 200). 

AVNS was released despite the intact bottoming potential of this chart. On casual watch. 

BABA could be a buy again at 230. Will it? Dunno. Could it? Yup. Hit support on Friday. 
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Small profit taken on CFG (same with JPM), leaving the sector (KBE) as my position in 
the Banks. The interest rate and yield curve views will be important for the pigs.  

Fido’s favorite company has clear support at 50-52. On casual watch. 

Speaking of which, this Doggie continues to make me think just maybe this former 
holding can be had again at a gap fill/SMA 200 around 60.  
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Here I proudly present to you dear reader evidence enough that the person who writes 
this report for you is capable of mistakes. Big ones. CIEN was bought, looked good for a 
few days and then… BLAMO! NFTRH is a genius-free zone. Sold, loss taken.  

CRSP suffered the cash raiser’s axe as it weakened. Back to watching 65-70 area.  

Bought back DOCU, which treated me very well earlier this year. SMA 50 is key though.  
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I’ve been patiently waiting for a fill of the lowest gap on DVAX, which was one of my 
winningest stocks in 2019 and 2020. But that does not mean I’m jumping right back in.  

Because I had other priorities in trying to improve the quality of holdings on last week’s 
market downside. FTNT for example. Needs to hold 110, however.  

I am still interested in the weekly chart of this Biotech dinosaur.  
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ICAD is still in the Triangle and as such is still intact at worst. Holding.  

I reluctantly took a small profit on MCHP, but this (weekly) chart pattern has it still on 
watch. Also, the broader Semiconductor view will have a say as well.  

Positioning in Softee was increased after I let a paper profit get away. SMA 50 is key. 
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I’d have taken a great profit long ago if not for the tax man and if not for a chart that, 
when tuning out what I think I know about the market, still appears constructive.  

Final profits taken on the good Doctor, who is still on watch (SMA 200 below 160 would 
be ideal to re-buy).  

Another paper profit got away as TW was sold for breakeven to raise cash.  
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Still holding TWTR as it held important support on Friday.  

Small profit taken on XLNX to raise cash. No current interest.  

ZS was added back on the drop to the SMA 50. I’d want to see it hold here. As with 
DOCU, FTNT and others, it’s growing, highly relevant but not nearly the no-brainer it 
was in March due to valuation driven by all those momos who’ve piled in since.  
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US Stock Market Internals 

Market internal indicators: (bearish, neutral & bullish) 

• SPX & NDX new highs/lows negative divergence resolved bearish per our rating last 
week. But not before spiking upward on euphoric Wednesday. Let’s call it still-
bearish considering prices finally followed the divergence. See charts next page. 

• Consumer Discretionary vs. (defensive) Staples took a hit but continues to trend up. 
On watch for downgrade.  

• Last week we downgraded the SOX>NDX>SPX leadership chain and the market 
cracked. This week it remains neutral as NDX/SPX weakened but ended the week 
on trend while SOX/NDX appears to be rolling over. SOX/SPX is slightly suspect as 
well. So as we’ve noted recently, eyes focused on the Semis.  

• Like much of the market, inflation expectations popped and dropped. But the post-
March rally in inflationary spirits has only pulled back to trend.  

• Silver/Gold ratio was weak but remained on trend. It ain’t broke til it’s broke.  

• Transports and Dow are in alignment and thus, 
bullish. Cheers my good man! 

• Palladium/Gold ratio had an up week and is now neutral trending 
and hence, upgraded to neutral for the reflation markets.  

• SPX/Gold ratio bounce found resistance right at its 200 day moving 
average and remains bearish for stocks and cyclical markets (at 
least in comparison to precious metals and reflation markets). 

• Growth (IGX)/Value (IVX) took a hard hit but remains intact to the 
uptrend.  

• There was a big post-jobs spike in yields and a bounce in Banks/SPX. But there is no 
conclusive trend change in sight yet.  

• SPX and its Advance/Decline line both dropped together. No divergence to speak of. 

• XVG (the median of 1700 stocks) goes red this week not because it was weak but 
instead because it is lumbering, not keeping up with the go-go stuff or even for that 
matter, the Dow and Transports. Cheerio.  

• Equal weight SPX (RSP) negative breadth divergence to headline SPX finally 
proved bearish. See chart page 19.  

• Junk bonds (HYG) weakened a bit on Thursday and Friday but remain intact. 
Hence, the market’s speculative impulses are intact as of this writing. What’s more, 
the ratios to Treasury and Investment Grade are as they have been, diverging 
negatively but still in bounce mode.  
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Talk about a tough market. How about an ongoing negative divergence interrupted by a 
one day burst of participation? How cruel to those who were sponsoring that up surge. 
The negative divergence in new highs/lows for SPX resumed the very next day.  

NDX was much the same as the dumbest money thrust into big Tech stocks on 
Wednesday before the bottom fell out on Thursday and Friday.  

These indicators show a big thrust by some kind of dumb money and an even bigger 
whipsaw shakeout, probably led by some machines programmed to look for and instigate 
such a whipsaw event.  
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Of course, it was not only new highs/lows that had been warning of bad breadth. The 
ongoing divergence in equal weight SPX to the headline index finally played out in a 
negative reaction, at least. Ominously, that divergence is still well in place.  

Finally, a sector update (Healthcare vs. SPX/SPY). I began favoring the more defensive 
Healthcare sector over broad SPX (SPY) when the ratio was above the now red shaded 
resistance zone. I am giving the play some breathing room, but I had not expected a drop 
this far. Regardless, I doggedly consider H/C at a better risk vs. reward than SPX. 
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Global Stock Markets (daily charts, except as noted) 

Highlights of the global view: 

• The global picture generally remained intact and was not hit as hard as the US markets. 
Considering that the US is where the most vehement momentum has taken place, the 
unwinding of same was logical.  

• China momentum got corrected but the A-Shares continue to sport a positive 
underlying view of the Chinese markets. Also, Hong Kong continues to look 
constructive, as does South Korea. Still-bullish Taiwan had some momo of its own to 
unwind, and did so to a degree with an ongoing test of the SMA 50.  

• As far as macro signaling goes, the TSX-V (CDNX) is still intact and either in 
consolidation prior to new highs or making a top. The same can be said for its ratio to 
the senior TSX index. The signals are still intact for global reflation plays.  

• Europe remains questionable and Russia is breaking bearish (much like US Energy 
sectors).  

• Japan is intact and remains of interest.  

The World (ex-US) got dinged to a test the SMA 50 (in process).  
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Asia (ex-Japan) is also testing its intermediate trend. No big deal when taken at face 
value. 

China A-Shares are fully intact to the post-March rally.  
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Which may be a positive sign for China large caps, which did have a level of momentum 
to unwind, given the performance of components like BABA and TCEHY.  

Hong Kong held above the converged moving averages and remains constructive, 
technically.  
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The Taiwan ETF is on a routine test of its SMA 50 (and intermediate uptrend) as of now.  

South Korea ETF is fine and on trend.  
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Japanese Nikkei is fine above its SMA 50. I took off Japan positions due to cash raising 
but this is still an area of interest.  

German DAX got dinged on Friday. There is talk of the ECB not being pleased about the 
strong Euro. You can see why, as DAX has greatly under performed the US indexes.  
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French CAC remains bearish in a major downtrend. 

Euro-hedged Europe is neutral at best at this time.  
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UK is as it has been, bearish as it trends down by both moving averages.  

Sweden is testing the SMA 50. Success keeps the uptrend going. Failure brings a test of 
the SMA 200.  
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Swiss ETF is testing the SMA 50 as well. It made a hammer candle on Friday. Let’s see if 
it follows through on that supposedly bullish candle.  

Canada’s CDNX is making a similar pattern to that of my own IRA. Coincidence? Not 
necessarily, given my positions in GBR.V & MAI.V. Either a top or a consolidation.  
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CDNX/TSX hung tough last week in a still intact signal for the reflation trades. Yes, I see 
the negative RSI divergences in this ratio and the CDNX above. They are either working 
off overbought (consolidation) or preparing to top. 

TSX is not inspiring on its test of the moving averages (w/ SMA 200 trending down).  
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Argentina is in a stance to make a higher low in an intact rally.  

Brazil is neutral and deciding which way to go. It’ll get that signal from the greater 
inflation/reflation trades (consolidation or topping?).  
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Emerging Markets ETF is on a test of the SMA 50. A hold would probably mean the US 
dollar weakened again. A failure and we’d look for a test of the 200 day average.  

FM held above the down-sloping SMA 200 and is neutral because the 200 trend is still 
firmly sloping downward.  
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Africa ETF is much the same. It’s not to say these outposts cannot change their major 
trends (SMA 200). Just that they have not yet done so in the ongoing intermediate rally.  

Russia ETF is taking a turn for the worse. It’s an avoid, much like the US Energy sector. 
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Precious Metals 

This chart matters. Gold/SPX ratio held a higher low at the SMA 200 and bounced a bit. 
This must be the start of a new up move for the gold stock sector to remain constructive 
in a macro sense. The Fed cares about stocks, not gold. This is a confidence barometer.  

This chart also matters. Global confidence in gold will be boosted again if the uptrend 
holds in Gold/DJW. 
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As for gold stocks, this chart continues to matter (a lot) and it continues to be bullish 
despite a week that could have wrecked its intact standing. The miners had every excuse 
to drop vs. gold but did not. The HUI/Gold ratio remains fully intact to its uptrend by this 
daily chart view, not to mention its weekly and monthly views. Our thesis continues to be 
that as price vehicles, the miners can leverage the macro to out-perform gold. When that 
changes we can change. It has not changed.  

Nominal HUI is intact as it gently tests the up trending 50 day moving average.  
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Same can be said for gold. “It’s a top!” proclaim gold bears. Well first of all, it’s not a top 
unless the consolidation falls through the SMA 50. Even then, a harder correction (to the 
1800 area) in gold - if it comes in tandem with a stock market disaster - would be an 
opportunity to own value. Gold is about value, not price. The miners are about that 2nd 
thing.  

Silver looks a little more suspect. It made a lower high and if it stays below the EMA 20 
and ticks a lower low to the most recent low we might expect a test of the rising SMA 50. 
Major support is way lower (19 +/-) and we do not want to see that tested any time soon. 
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Gold’s Commitments of Traders situation is much like it has been for most of 2020. That 
is, not good not bad. The bearish caveat being the robust enthusiasm displayed by small 
speculators.  

The Silver CoT continues to be bullish because it never did bring a surge of massive 
enthusiasm by either large or small specs, despite the big upside in price. Between the 
price chart and the CoT data, I’d say that any decline to test the SMA 50 (currently rising 
toward 24) would be a significant buying opportunity. Not that such a pullback will 
necessarily happen, but if it does… 
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Gold & Silver Stocks (daily charts) 

GDX and the sector itself remain in consolidation as has been the case for a month. Thus 
far it is quite similar to the May-June correction, which used the SMA 50 as support. 

Some goes for the Junior Miners ETF.  
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AEM is in a weird consolidation above the rising SMA 50. I held this one and continue to 
hold it in no small part because I am trying to manage the tax man to a degree.  

AGI is doing a thus far normal thing in its orderly correction/consolidation.  
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AXU is a sloppy mess but still bullish. I trimmed some but hold one of the positions. If 
the sector firms and I feel good about silver I may add anywhere above 2.40.  

EMX was added last week. Gap fill? Maybe if the sector continues under pressure. 
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I did not like the weakening here so I unloaded when it lost the EMA 20 because I was 
late to this stock. On watch. Optimal buy in low-mid 10s.  

I don’t love the dip below the SMA 50 on this sector beacon, but it did the same thing in 
May-June prior to a rally, so… 
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This was not good. I sold it to limit the loss on a small position. Maybe 1.30 or better yet, 
the SMA 200 (1.13) can be had.  

GBR.V (GTBAF) is at resistance that coincides with the SMA 50. Take this out and it 
could be back on its way after a long downward consolidation from the high. Meanwhile, 
I want 11-12 to buy more.  
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GOLD is casually on watch after selling the Buffett pump. It’s fully intact above the 
SMA 50, which it tested successfully on Friday.  

Holding hole driller GWM.CA (GAYMF) and maybe I can get 1.10 to 1.20 after all to 
add more. 
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KL tapped the rising SMA 50 and ultimately closed back above support on Friday. Still 
like the chart (and the company). Holding.  

MAG is a little messy, like fellow silver stock AXU. Holding, pending silver and silver 
sector.  
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MAI.V (MAIFF) is in a little rolling pattern, but it’s taking the SMA 20 along for the ride 
and remains above that short-term marker. Still good here, technically. Holding.  

Like others, NEM has done enough work to end its correction. These stocks holding their 
SMA 50s are doing the first thing needed to that end.  
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Well look at NGD, which I did not give enough respect to. Can’t hold ‘em all and NGD 
has been a profit maker this year. I’ll watch more closely now. Next resistance is at 2 (not 
shown on this daily chart) and maybe a pullback from 2 or lower can be bought.  

OR remains on watch after recent sale. It’s fully intact above the SMA 50 and starting to 
turn its SMA 200 up.  
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OSK.TO (OBNNF) continues to lurk below key resistance. Position increased a bit.  

Another somewhat sloppy silver stock chart. PAAS clings to the SMA 50 with clear 
support at 30.  
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RGLD is another royalty that looks just a bit annoying in its dip below the SMA 50 (ref. 
FNV above). It’s intact however, but should hold here to avoid a dip to the SMA 200.  

RIO.V (RIOFF) remains in a weird pattern. Holding remaining shares.  
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SAND is still looking suspect and could be destined for a test of the up-sloped 200 day 
moving average. Still no interest until I get a better idea about Turkey exposure.  

Just holding SBB.TO (SGSVF), originally for its bullish pattern and now also for its habit 
of making good drilling results.  
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SILV held support and the SMA 50 on Friday. It’s got the slop that is going on with other 
silver stocks (Silvia has gold too) but it looks decent. Holding.  

SSRM is another one with Turkey stink on it. As such, no current interest and like SAND 
above, it’s locked below its SMA 50 and resistance.  
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Putting former holding SVM back on watch as it consolidates. Fred Lacy loves it and so 
then, do I. I should have probably labeled this one ‘core’ long ago rather than trading out 
of it.  

WDO.TO (WDOFF) is just ambling along in its uptrend, as it tests support and the SMA 
50. So far, so good. Holding.  
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WPM is in a routine looking consolidation to the SMA 50, in slightly better standing than 
fellow Royalty plays FNV and RGLD.  

Let’s tuck a new holding in here, in the person of OSI.V (OSIIF), a Namibia based 
explorer in an orderly uptrend along its SMA 50 (SMA 200 also sloping up). Holding. 
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Commodities (daily charts unless otherwise noted) 

CRB index lost the down-sloped SMA 200 and the short-term EMA 20 that coincided 
with it. Not very good work for commodities last week.  

Considering this disgusting long-term chart, CRB is still in ‘prove it’ mode. 
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The primary offender was crude oil, which finally made good on its vulnerable looking 
chart. We noted that the Energy sector was a bearish sore thumb sticking out of the 
reflation patch, and now the sector’s primary commodity may be going that way too. I am 
going to put oil bear SCO on watch for consideration.  

Going the other way was Doctor Copper as he prescribes reflation and happy days here 
again for the reflation trades.  
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And it’s not just the daily chart. There is the monthly close above the trend line we 
wanted to see and so far in September, a successful test of it.  

Industrial metals as a whole are similar…  
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…especially on the big picture as August closed above resistance, now tentative support.  

Gas is still in rally mode as it pulled back but held the EMA 20.  
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It is trying to take out important resistance by this weekly chart.  

And as mentioned previously, the rally is coming from important and very long-term 
support dating back to the 1990s, per the monthly chart. Just another ill-fated bounce or 
something more? A real inflationary phase in markets would not hurt the case for Gas.  
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I took a nice profit on PALL and then bought it back on a moderate pullback. If Pd can 
take out the noted resistance we could be looking at a new high. So Pd, take out that 
resistance! 

Platinum does not look as good technically, but is at an important support test at its 200 
day moving average.  
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I became disgusted with the chart of U.TO and its lower low, so I sold it in the cash 
raising drills that went on last week.  

However, several Uranium stocks have constructive looking charts. I held on to NXE as 
it remains above the up trending SMA 50.  
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A subscriber mentioned UUUU, I looked at the chart, remembered the company from 
years ago and put it back on radar. It’s an interesting chart as long as it holds the SMA 50 
and continues to turn it up.  

That sent me looking at an old holding of mine from yesteryear, URG. Well, there is a 
nearly identical chart. So this one is on watch as well. The thing is, the Uranium patch 
has got to move sometime, doesn’t it?  
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Currencies 

Daily USD index continues to trend down and continues to try to muster a bounce. 
Sentiment and CoT data remain in Uncle Buck’s corner, but so far not much has 
happened in the way of a bounce. Just as the reflating US government and Fed want it.   

The Yen remains constructive. The Euro is going sideways and working off its 
overbought. I still hold my short as a hedge. 

CAD, AUD and GBP are bullish. 
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There is the buying opportunity for you raving Bitcoin bulls. Maybe a test of the SMA 
200 is in order as well.  

The weekly chart shows the situation more clearly. A hold of the general support zone 
would keep the pattern intact and the target loaded.  
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Market Sentiment (graphics: NFTRH, Sentimentrader.com, Yardeni.com & NAAIM) 

SPX popped to a new high, dropped back below the breakout point and to no surprise 
closed back above it. Meanwhile, VIX held support. Soon we find out if those theatrics 
were just a shakeout or the start of the much needed unwinding of sentiment.  

We asked for VIX to begin trending up while inverse SPX trends down (SPX up) and that 
is exactly what VIX did. A rising VIX concurrent with a rising stock market was the 
signal we were looking for. We got it.  

But VIX got spiky, so let’s also note that it can pull back while maintaining a short-term 
uptrend (and bear signal). An example of that was the early February spike and decline in 
VIX prior to a new high in stocks (low in inverse SPX), followed by the market crash. 
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The Equity Put/Call ratio’s 10 week EMA proved to be right on schedule, if this was 
indeed the start of a general corrective period for stocks.  

Investment Managers (NAAIM) actually proved a bit smart, as they began fading their 
own over-extended status before the hit to markets on Thursday. Smart Money indicators 
continue to fade despite the correction and Extremes in sentiment are still dangerous. 
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A look at the sentiment profiles of various sectors, currencies and commodities. US over 
bearish? Euro over bullish? Yup.  

Sentimentrader’s bottom line: 

CESI continues to guide analysts’ 
projections and that is a danger in my 
opinion. 

The newsletter community was vigorously over-bullish prior to the hit to the markets. 
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Portfolio Notes (Brokerage, Roth IRA & Trading) 

Current Holdings (Brokerage)  

New: Sorted in order of position size 

Current Holdings (Roth IRA) 

New: Sorted in order of position size 
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Current Holdings (small trading account) N/A 

Bonds: SHY (also counted as ‘cash equiv.’) 

Cash/Equiv. level ranked as:  High | Moderate High | Neutral | Moderate Low | Low 

Cash & equivalents level: FDRXX & SHY: Moderate High 

Cash: Brokerage: 77%, IRA: 69% 

Cash was raised aggressively last week before some was re-deployed to increase 
perceived quality of holdings (e.g. DOCU, ZS & FTNT). Also, the cash figures are 
distorted to a degree by relatively large holdings in Euro short EUO, which is a leveraged 
way to in essence be long the US dollar as a hedge. That is like ultra-cash.  

General Portfolio Notes 

We continue to navigate a minefield that includes a sentiment time bomb, the Fed’s balls 
out inflationary policymaking and a side order of a US president liable to pump the stock 
market in any way he and his cronies Mnuchin and Kudlow may try to cook up.  

On a bigger picture view there is desperation here. If Biden wins the US election we’ll 
have a different flavor of the same desperation. That is because the system cannot, must 
not be allowed to unwind the effects of previous inflationary policies - which were 
instigated under both Republican and Democrat administrations.  

So a bearish view, even though it appears time for that, is not in the bag as our fury 
friends navigate this minefield. So we’ll just follow the indicators as described in the 
report above we’ll be fine. At this time, pending any S/T bounce, the view leans bearish. 

* Cash & income-paying Equivalents are at levels that are right for me and my real-
world situation. Your situation is different. Cash will be adjusted as needed. 

Refer to the Trade Log under the NFTRH Premium menu at nftrh.com for real time 
trade info, if interested (not that you necessarily should be). Also, you can follow 
@NFTRHgt for notice of Updates & Trade Log notes. 

NFTRH is not to be distributed to third parties without prior written consent 

Notes From the Rabbit Hole (NFTRH) is a weekly market report in which we provide analysis on financial markets.  We make every 
effort to provide accurate and high quality content, but this analysis ultimately represents our opinions and these opinions are 
provided without warranty or guarantee of any kind.  In no event will NFTRH.com or its owner, Gary Tanashian, be liable for any 
decision made or action taken by you based upon the information provided in NFTRH or at NFTRH.com.  

NFTRH.com ToS available for review here: https://nftrh.com/about-tos/      
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